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OBJECTIVE
The development of a prototype spatially-explicit interactive web 
tool and web mapping application to allow for the display of future 
crop yield predictions generated by modelling crop growth and 
crop yields under climate change conditions at future timelines 
(years 2030, 2050, and 2070) for the nine (9) of the main crops in 
Ontario: Corn, Wheat, Barley, Sorghum, Soybeans, Potatoes, 
Tomatoes, Sunflower and Sugarbeet

METHODOLOGY

METHODOLOGY IN DETAIL

RESULTS

 

CROP 

Yields

2030 2050 2070

Soybean 4.23337 3.640164 4.530038

Corn 12.96284 9.818017 14.14307

Sugarbeet 11.0913 8.46786 12.30777

Tomato 7.113366 5.727712 7.211226

Sunflower 4.062918 3.386353 4.442658

Wheat 9.179195 2.157527 9.045764

Barley 2.146082 1.916829 2.19636

Potato 10.87472 9.118435 11.71775

Sorghum 8.09575 5.311716 9.084473

SPATIALLY-EXPLICIT WEB MAPPING TOOL (http://clic-on-agric.info/model.html)  
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CONCLUSIONS
The development of The  spatially-explicit Interactive 
prototype  web mapping tool was achieved with by loose
coupling GCM “climatology” outputs to a crop growth 
model and to soils and crop databases. With current 
technology it is not possible to achieve a seamless  
integration of models and databases, as important 
decisions in the data processing workflow need to be 
made in order to minimize uncertainties.  A major obstacle 
To overcome is the accurate downscaling of data at 
regional level for climatic variables relevant to crop 
growth modelling, in order to allow for the display of 
future crop yield predictions generated by modelling crop 
yields under climate change conditions at future timelines  
for the main crops in Ontario. Automation of all these 
procedures will demand substantial coding and scripting 
of algorithms.  Web tools can take advantage of existing 
web mapping platforms and interface them. Substantial 
negative changes in terms of percentage of yield are to be 
expected in the Province  over time from the present to 
2070 under the assumptions of the emissions scenarios 
made by the GCMs 
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